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INDUSTRIAL TAPES

ALUMINIUM FOIL TAPE
Megagrip-Aluminum foil tape is a versatile adhesive tape that 
features a thin layer of aluminum foil as its backing material. This foil 
is coated with a strong adhesive on one side, allowing it to adhere 
firmly to various surfaces.

Residue free removal   Writable grade   Hand tearable
HVAC & Duct Works   Pipe and Duct Insulation
Reflective Insulation

DOUBLE SIDE TISSUE TAPE
Megagrip-Double-sided tissue tape is a type of adhesive tape that 
consists of a thin tissue paper or non-woven fabric backing coated 
with adhesive on both sides.

Balanced Adhesion   Easy to Tear   Coated with acrylic water or 
solvent based adhesives   Mounting and Bonding
Shoe & Leather Industry   Crafts Purpose

DOUBLE SIDE FOAM TAPE
Megagrip-Double-sided foam tapes are adhesive tapes with a foam 
carrier that has adhesive on both sides.

High Bonding Strength   Cushioning and Sealing
Versatile Bonding   Mounting and Bonding
Gasketing and Sealing   Sound and Vibration Damping

DOUBLE SIDED CLOTH TAPE
Megagrip-Double-sided cloth tape consists of high-quality cloth 
coated with strong modified adhesive to suit the application of flex industry.

It is a Perfect Product of Carpet Fixing    Plate Mounting in Flexo Printing Unit.
Ideal for Reinforcing of conveyor belts    Cotton base tape
Comes out one piece without tearing,
Residue free tape
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INDUSTRIAL TAPES

DUCT TAPE

High strength   Very high bonding adhesive
Hand tearable  Water Proof General Repairs
Construction and Building
HVAC & Ventialtion.

FLOOR GUARD TAPE
Megagrip-Floor Guard is a specialized tape that you apply on marble 
/ tile flooring before starting the POP/Paint work/wood work. It is the 
most economical solution to protect expensive flooring from scratch-
es and stains of paint and wood work during construction.

Megagrip-Duct tape is a versatile adhesive tape known for its strong 
and durable characteristics. It is typically made of a cloth or plastic 
backing coated with a strong adhesive, often featuring a silver-gray color. 

Majorly applicable at Wooden/Marble/Granite/Tile flooring
Easily Removable No residue while removing
High speed lamination   Uniform & stable   Printable

FLOOR MARKING TAPE

Used for Safety Identification and Lane Marking for storage segmentation.
To mark hurdles like wiring lines, man hole or other safety areas in exhibition.

Our paint masking tape is used in paint shop refrigeration, automotive & 
business machinery, and many other places for general purpose application
Masking of painted metal, plastic & rubber surface where staining could be a problem.
Recommended for a wide variety of packing & light bundling operations.

Megagrip-Floor marking tape, made of PVC, is highly resistant to 
solvents, oil, and water. It features a durable carrier material coated 
with natural rubber adhesive. Designed for marking and distinguishing 
areas, it is ideal for identifying hazardous regions like construction 
sites and commonly used as a safety warning.

PAINT MASKING TAPE
A premium and economical general purpose grade Megagrip-Crepe 
Paper Paint Masking Film provides excellent pressure-sensitive and 
quick qualities and resistance to water solvent and oils.



INDUSTRIAL TAPES

STRUCTURE GLAZING TAPE

Strong Adhesion  Weather Resistance   Durability   Flexibility    UV Resistance
Vibration Dampening    Bonding of glass to metal frames in curtain wall
Withstands harsh environmental conditions   long-lasting performance

Megagrip-Structure glazing tape is a high-performance, double-sid-
ed adhesive tape used in construction to bond glass to metal frames. 
It o�ers strong adhesion, durability, and weather resistance, making it 
ideal for sleek, frameless glass facades and other structural applications.
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SURFACE PROTECTION TAPE
We provide a complete range of Megagrip-Surface Protection Films 
designed to prevent the surface from scratches, marks during 
handling, transit, and after installation etc. These surface protection 
tapes give excellent scratch resistance and masking properties.

Easily Removable No Residue Tape   High speed lamination
Uniform & stable   Printable

ABOUT BINDAL
Bindal Multipack LLP (BMP) is a leading manufacturing company based in Chennai, India. We specialize 
in producing premium BOPP packaging materials and a wide range of industrial tapes, including 
double-sided tissue and foam tapes, PVC insulation tape, aluminum foil tape, and more.

Our advanced machinery and dedicated team ensure top-notch quality and innovation in all our prod-
ucts. We take pride in our commitment to customer satisfaction and constantly strive to exceed industry 
standards. Our factory in Chennai, Tamil Nadu, is a testament to our dedication to quality and innovation.

At Bindal Multipack LLP, we value a positive work culture that fosters creativity, growth, and continuous 
improvement. Our goal is to provide our customers with superior quality products and contribute to their 
long-term success. 

As we move forward, we remain dedicated to growth and excellence in the ever-changing landscape of 
manufacturing.

www.bindalmultipack.com

Bindal Multipack LLP
Marketing Office:
#21/11, FF1 Manchester Court, 
Club Road, Chetpet, Chennai-31

Factory:
#1, Ground Floor, VCN road, 
Vilangadupakkam, Chennai-52
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